
ANTAGONISM OF ALCOHOL AND the assurance that the many suggestions offered
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subject written by Prof. E. N. Chapman of practical and unpretentious beyond the laudable
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favour. So far as we are aware, too he is
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specific agency. We are inclined strongly to St. Louis.
concur in the view enunciated by him, as vell --

as many others, as to the primary blood- A Hystero-Psychosis Epilepsy dependent upon
Poisoning in diphtheria. We think, too, that Erosions of the cervix Uteri. By GEORGE J.
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ig success which has followed this in Prof.
Chapman's hands, in giving .it a trial. One Remarks on Ovariotomy, With an Appendix
thing, we fear, is certain, that the profession containing the History of several Typical Cases
bas mlich to learn yet upon the management of j met witlt in Practice. By J. W. RosEBRUGH,
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